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SYSTEMS OF DERIVATIONS
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FRANCES GULICKÍ1)

Abstract. Let A and B be two complex algebras. A system of derivations of order

m from A into B is a set of m +1 linear operators Dk : A —*■ B (k = 0,1,..., m) such that

for x, y e A and k=0,1,2,..., m,

Dk(xy) =   ¿  §{DfiKDk-,y).

If A is a commutative, regular, semisimple F-algebra with an identity, B the algebra

of continuous functions on the closed maximal ideal space of A and (D0, Du ..., Dm)

a system of derivations from A into B with D0 the Gelfand mapping, then each Dk

is continuous. The continuity of the operators in a system of derivations from Cn(U)

into C(U) (U<^R open) is used to obtain a formula for Dkf,fe C(U), in terms of the

ordinary derivatives of /and functions in C(U). Each system of derivations from A

into B and each multiplicative seminorm on B determine a multiplicative seminorm

on A. Let U be a subset of C and (D0, Dlt..., Dm) a system of derivations from the

algebra P(x) of polynomials on U into C{U) with D0 the identity operator. Then the

system of derivations determines a Hausdorff topology on P(x). If U is open in R

and Dix(t)^0 for t e U (*(/) = ?)> then the completion of P(x) in this topology is

Cm(U). If U is open in C, then the completion of P(x) in this topology is the algebra

of functions analytic on U.

Introduction. In this paper we study systems of derivations of order m from an

algebra A into an algebra B, sets of linear operators which are a generalization of

the system consisting of the first m derivatives of functions in the algebra Cn{U)

of all functions with n continuous derivatives on the open set U<=R. An application

of such systems of derivations will appear in a later paper.

The theory of single derivations (operators D defined from an algebra A into

an algebra B containing A such that D{xy) = xDy + {Dx)y for all x, y e A) and of

point derivations at a homomorphism h on A (linear functional d on A such that

d{xy)=h{x)dy+h{y)dx for all x, ye A) are well-established subjects in the

literature (e.g., [9] for a survey; [3], [19], [20], [4], [8], [16]). Higher derivations

of rank m are defined by Jacobson [7, p. 191] and it is easily checked that if
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(D0, A, ..., Dm) is a system of derivations of order m from an algebra A into

itself with D0 the identity operator, then (D0, A/1 !,•••, Dm/m\) is a higher deriva-

tion of rank m. In [10] systems (D0, A) from A to A are considered for which D0

is not the identity operator. Osborn [14] has considered single operators which he

calls derivations of higher order.

The theory of higher order systems is developed here as a generalization of the

theory of derivations. We do not always assume that the domain and the range of

the operators Dk in a higher order system of derivations are contained in a common

algebra or that the range is in the complex numbers.

The material of §§5 and 6 is both the culmination and, in many cases at least,

the motivation of what precedes it. While we were interested in general in properties

of systems of derivations of higher order we were especially interested in describing

completely the systems of derivations (D0, A. ■ • •> An) from Cn(U) into C(U)

when A) is the identity operator. We also wanted to determine how large such a

system could be, that is, whether there was a maximum value for m perhaps depend-

ing on n. The answers to these questions are the content of §5, where we show the

relationship between the ordinary higher order derivative operators on Cn(U)

and the operators of a higher order system (A. A. • • •> An) and we show that

there are nontrivial systems of derivations of all orders from Cn(U) into C(U).

In §6 for a system of derivations of order m from an algebra A<=C(U) into

C(U) we introduce a topology on the algebra A and show that under certain

conditions the completion of the polynomials in x(t) = t with constant terms is

Cn(TJ) or the algebra of analytic functions on U.

In §1 we define higher order systems of derivations and of point derivations and

give examples of such systems. In §2 we determine properties of higher order systems

of point derivations, many of which are analogous to those proved by Sherbert [19]

for what we call systems of order one. We establish some properties of general

systems of derivations of higher order in §3. Theorem 3.4, which describes the

behavior of the operators in a system of derivations on polynomials in a single

variable, is applied in §5. A continuity theorem (Theorem 4.2) extending the results

of Curtis [4] and Rosenfeld [16] is proved for certain systems of derivations

defined on a regular, semisimple, commutative F-algebra.

We especially wish to thank Professors J. Gil de Lamadrid and C. A. McCarthy

for suggestions and encouragement given while this research was being carried

out. We also would like to acknowledge the many discussions with Professors

R. M. Brooks and R. C. Sine and to thank Professor R. J. Loy for pointing out

references we had overlooked.

1. Definition of higher order systems of derivations. Throughout this paper

R and C will denote the spaces of real and complex numbers, respectively. Given a

topological space U, C(U) is the algebra of all complex-valued continuous func-

tions defined on U. If U is an open subset of R, then Cn(U) denotes the set of all
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functions /: £/-^ C for which the first n derivatives /', /",.. .,fln\ exist and are

continuous. The letters A, B will denote complex algebras with elements generally

designated x, y, z, etc. As usual, Greek letters will denote scalars. Positive integers

will be denoted by such letters as k, m, n. Given sets X and Y we will use X\ Y

for the complement of Y in X.

If an algebra A has no identity, we will designate by A + the algebra formed by

adjoining an identity to A and by Ae+x (A e C, x e A) the elements of A + . When A

is a Banach algebra with norm || • ||, we will define a norm on A+ by setting ||Ae+x|

= |A| + ||x||.

With this basic notation established we are now ready to define higher order

systems of derivations.

Definition 1.1. A set of n + l linear operators A» At, • -, A from an algebra

A into an algebra B is a system of derivations of order n (from A to B) if for

each k=0, 1,..., n the operator Dk satisfies the Leibniz rule

(1.1) Dk{xy) =  2 ñAxA-yJ
j = 0   \J /

for all x, y e A. A sequence of linear operators Dk: A-+ B, k = 0, 1, 2,..., is a

system of derivations of infinite order if D0, Du ..., Dk is a system of order k

for each integer k ^ 1.

Replacing B by B+ if necessary, we can assume that B contains an identity 1 ;

for certainly the operators Dk are linear operators from A into B+ and Dk, k = 0,

1,2,...,«, satisfies the Leibniz rule (1.1).

Given a system {D0, Du ..., Dn) of derivations of order n from A to B, note

that the operator A is an algebra homomorphism as a consequence of (1.1).

It is also clear that for each positive integer k ^ n the operators DQ, Dlt..., Dk

form a system of derivations of order k. If A is a subalgebra of B and {D0, DJ is a

system of derivations of order one from A to B such that D0 is the identity operator

on A, then D1 is a derivation as defined in the literature (e.g., [4]).

Examples. (1) Let A = Cn{R) (n^l) (i.e., the algebra of functions / such that

the first n derivatives of/exist and are continuous on R), B=C{R) and define

Dj\ A -> B,j=0, 1,..., m (Sn) by setting

A/C) = d'midti = /<»0)       {feA).

As a consequence of the properties of derivatives, including the Leibniz rule,

A> A. ■• -, An is a system of derivations of order m.

(2) Set A = Cn{R) ft ^2) and B=C{R). Given two continuous functions hlt h2,

define D0f=f D1f{t) = h1{t)f'{t) and D2f{t) = h1{t)2f"{t) + h2{t)f'{t). Each

operator A, A, A is clearly linear and it is easily checked that each operator

satisfies (1.1). Thus (A, A> A) is a system of derivations of order two from

A to B.

(3) Given a function <p:R^R set A/(0=/"W0) for each/e C%R),/=0,
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I,.. .,m (Sri). Then (A, A. • • •> An) is a system of derivations of order m for

which A is not the identity operator.

(4) Choose a point t0 e R and set dj= A/Oo), where A, A, A are the operators

defined in Example (1), (2) or (3). Then (d0, dx, d2) also is a second order system

of derivations from C(R) to C. This is an example of a particular kind of system

of derivations which we will call a system of point derivations at t0.

Definition 1.2. Let A be an algebra of complex-valued functions defined on a

set X and d0, dx,..., dm: A -»• C a system of derivations of order m on A. If there

exists t0e X such that d0f=f(t0) for each fe A, then we call (d0, du ..., dm) a

system of point derivations at t0 of order m. (If m = 1 then the functional dx is a

point derivation as defined in [9] and [19], i.e., d1(fg)=f(tQ)d1g+g(t0)d1f)

Note that if A and B are algebras of complex-valued functions on a set X

with /!<=£ and if D0, A, • • -, An^ A\ -> 5 is a system of derivations of order m

on /4 such that A is the identity operator on A, then for each t e X, setting a\f

= A/(0 defines a system d0, dlt..., dm of point derivations at / of order m.

When A is a semisimple Banach algebra, we can consider A to be a subset of C(A),

where A is the space of nonzero C-homomorphisms on A, by means of the Gelfand

map x -> x (x(/z)=«(x), « e A). Thus we could define the concept of a system of

point derivations d0, dx,..., dm at « e A of order m by requiring that d0, du ..., dm

be linear functionals on A such that d0x = x(h) for all x e A and (é/0, du ..., dm)

is a system of derivations of order m from A to C.

2. Properties of systems of point derivations. The material of this section is, in

general, a natural extension to higher order systems of the properties of point

derivations studied by Sherbert [19, pp. 258-264]. Several of the proofs are in-

ductive with the first step using Sherbert's proof of a similar property for point

derivations (systems of order one).

Throughout this section A will be an algebra of complex-valued functions defined

on a set X. Let Ssm be the collection of all systems of point derivations at t e X of

order m. Thus (d0, dlt..., dm) e ¿&? if, and only if, the operators dk:A-^-C,

& = 0, 1,..., m, form a system of derivations of order m on A with d0x = x(t) for

all xe A.

The following proposition is one which is very useful since it allows us to extend

the linear functionals dk(k=0, 1,..., m) to the algebra A+ if A does not have an

identity. Sherbert proved the proposition for the case m = 1.

Proposition 2.1. Let (d0, dlt..., dm) eQif be given. Given xeA such that

x=x2, then dkx=0for k=l, 2,..., m.

Proof. Since x=x2, we have (as a consequence of the definition of Sif) dxx

= d1x2 = 2x(t)d1x so that (2x(t) — l)^iX = 0. But x(0#i so we must have dxx=0.

Suppose £^x=0 for l^júk (<m). Then é4 + 1x=é4 + 1x2 = 2xO)^c + iX an(!> con"

sequently (2x(t)~l)dk + 1x=ú. Thus we again obtain dk+1x=0.   Q.E.D.
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Corollary 2.1.1. If A is an algebra with identity 1, then for each system

{d0, du..., dm) e 3f, dk\ = 0for k = \,2,...,m.

As a consequence of Corollary 2.1.1 we see that if A does not have an identity,

any mtn order system of point derivations {d0, du..., dm) can be extended to the

algebra A+ formed by adjoining an identity 1 to A by setting d0\ = 1 and dk\ =0

for k= 1, 2,..., m. Thus, for the remainder of this section we will assume that A

is an algebra which contains the constant functions.

Proposition 2.2. Given {d0, du..., dm) eQif and xeA such that x(i) = 0, then

(i) djx" = 0 for all p>j^l and (ii) djX1 =j ! {d^)1 for j = 1, 2,..., m.

Proof. Both (i) and (ii) will be proved by induction. First let/—1. Since x{t) = 0,

we have dox = 0 and hence for every integer/? ä 2, dixp=xp~1{t)d1x+x{t)d1xp~1=0.

Assume djXp = 0 for p>j, and /=1,2,..., k— 1 {k^m). Then for each integer

r ^ k +1 we have

4xr = x{t)kdkxr-"+ 2     • R*"4-,xr-fc+x0)r"'ci4x'c = 0.
1 = 1 v//

This proves (i).

Part (ii) of the proposition is trivial for/=l. If j=2, then d2x2=2x{t)d2x

+2{d1x)2 = 2{d1x)2 since x{t) = 0. Suppose dfx''=/! (i^x)' for /=1, 2,..., k- 1

(2 á k S m). On applying (i) and the induction hypothesis we have

dkxk = x{t)dkxk~1 + kd1xdk^1xk~1 + 2 ( \djxdk^jxk~'i
j=2 V//

= kd1xdk.1xk~1 = k{k-l)\ {dlX)k

which is the desired result.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 2.2.1. If A is an algebra with an identity 1 and {d0, du ..., dm) is a

system in Sf such that d17±0, then dk^0for k=\,2,...,m.

Proof. Choose xe A such that dxx^0. Since d1{x{t))=0, we can replace x by

(x — x(i))/^i*, if necessary, to obtain an element xe A such that x(i) = 0 and dxx= 1.

From (ii) of Proposition 2.2 it follows that dkxk — k\ {k = 1, 2,..., m).

Corollary 2.2.2. If {d0, du..., dm) e Sf and xeA, then dk{x-x{t))p=0 for

every integerp>k anddk[{x — x{t))k] = k! (ú?ix)fc.

The next property of systems of points derivations of order m was established

by Sherbert for m = 1 and the proof is due essentially to him.

Proposition 2.3. If {d0, du..., dm) e 2f and dx ̂  0, then given tu t2,..., tn e X,

there exists xeA such that dkxk = k\ {k=l,2,.. .,m) and x{t) = x{t1)= ■ ■ ■ =

*0») = 0.
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Proof. Since i/i/O, there exists xeA such that dxx=l and x(t¡)=x(t)=0 for

7=1,2,..., n [19]. Since x(i) = 0 and d1x=\, we have dkxk = kl (d1x)k=k\

(k= 1, 2,. .., m) as a result of Proposition 2.2.   Q.E.D.

We say that the algebra A separates points of X if for each pair t, s e X such that

t^s, there exists xe A such that x(t)^x(s). Sherbert shows that if A is an algebra

of functions which separates the points of X, and there exists d1 such that (d0, d±)

e 3>\ and (d'0, dx) e 2\ then t=s. As an extension of this to higher order systems

we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2.4. Suppose A is an algebra of functions which separates points of X

and (dQ, du..., dm) e 91% and (80, S1;..., Sm) e 9f are systems such that dm = 8m

and either d1 ̂  0 or 81 j= 0. Then (i) s=t ; (ii) there exists aeC such that am = 1 and

d1 = a81 and (iii) there exist polynomials pk(t0, tu ..., tk)ink+l (k—l, 2,..., m—1)

variables such thatpk(80, 8U ..., 8k) — dk (d0x = x(t)).

Proof. Suppose 8^0 and t^s. Then by Proposition 2.3, there exists ye A

such that y(t)=y(s) = 0 and 8jyi=j\,j= 1, 2,..., m. As a consequence of Proposi-

tion 2.2 8jy" = djyv=0 forp^j+l,j=0, l,2,...,m. Thus, since dm = 8m, we have

dmym = 8mym=m\. Given x e A we then obtain

dm(xym) = 2 (7Vm.-^b = *CH,r = ™!*0)

(2.1) = 8m(xy») = J (7)M»-y^"

= x(j)8mjm = m\x(s).

The algebra ^4 separates points of X, however, so (2.1) is impossible if tj^s. Thus

we must have t = s, proving (i) of the theorem.

To see (ii) choose ye A such that y(t) = 0 and 81y= 1. Then ml (d1y)m = dmym

= 8m>'m = «î! and hence (d1y)m= 1. Let <x = dxy. For each x 6 A we have

djxy"-1) = 2 ("!)dixdm-iym-1

(2.2) = md1xdm.1ym-1+x(t)dmym-1

= m! am-1i/1x+x0)4>'m"1

while

(2.3) S^x/"-1) = w! 8lX+x(t)dmym'\

From equations (2.2) and (2.3) we obtain d1x=a81x for all xe A.

We can now obtain the polynomials of (iii) by means of a recursion formula.
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For k = 2, 3,..., m we have

dm{xym~k) = 2 (m)dixdm-iym-k

'jxdm-iym-k

(2.4)

I (>
and, similarly,

(2.5) 8m{xym~k) = 2 (T)8^8»-^"'"*-
;=0 \7/

Since rfm = 8m and dm_kym"k = {m — k)\, this gives us

(2.6) dkx = il «^2 (J)^8-^""*- i' (7)^^- ;/n-*

If there exist polynomials pj=pj{t0,tx,...,t,) in y'+l variables such that é/,x

=/7,(80x, 8jx,..., 8yx) for/=0, 1,..., A:— 1, x e A, then dkx=pk{80x, 8^,..., 8kx),

where

PfcOo, ii, ■ ■ •, 4) = —, «*

(2.7)

' I (7)'A,-,y-*
./=o \y /

j = o   \7/
Q.E.D.

Note that the hypothesis that A separates the points of X was used only to

prove that if (80, 8U ..., 8m) is a system of point derivations at s, it also is a system

of point derivations at t. Consequently, without the assumption that A separates

points we have the following theorem. The proof is immediate from the above.

Theorem 2.5. Suppose that {d0, du..., dm) and (80, 8l5..., 8m) are systems in

2™ such that dm = 8m and either d1=£0 or 8X^= 0. 77ien (i) there exists a constant a

such that am = 1 and dx = aSx and (ii) there exist polynomials pk {k = 1, 2,..., m)

in k+l variables such that pk{x{t), Sjx,..., 8kx) = dkxfor all xe A.

3. Properties of general higher order systems. In this section we will first

consider two properties of higher order systems of derivations for general algebras

A and B. Then we will restrict our attention to algebras of functions with A ç B

and obtain properties related to those studied in the previous section for point

derivations.

Let @m{A, B) denote the collection of all systems of derivations (A, A» • • • > An)

from A to B of order m.

The following proposition was stated without proof by Johnson and Sinclair

[8] for derivations from A into A (i.e., systems of order 1) and an idempotent in

A which commutes with all elements of A.
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Proposition 3.1. If (D0, A.A) e ^m(A, B) and if xe A is an idempotent

such that (D0x)(Dkx) = (Dkx)( D0x), k=l,2,...,m, then Dkx = Ofor k = 1, 2,..., m.

Proof. Since A is an algebra homomorphism (as a result of the Leibniz rule

(1.1)), e=D0x is an idempotent in B. As a consequence of the hypothesis that e

and Dxx commute, we have Dxx— D1x2 = 2D<ixDxx=2eDxx so that (1— e)D±x

— eD1x=0. Multiplying by e and 1— e in turn, we obtain eD1x = (l—e)Dix=0.

Thus A*=eAx+(l-e)A*=0. Assuming Dfx=0 for y'=l, 2,..., k (<m) we

have

Dk+1x = A+i*2 = A*A+i*+A+i*A*+ 2 (   ;   )A*A+w*
1=1 \ J i

= 2eDk + 1x

so that, just as above, we have eDk + 1x = (l— e)Dk + 1x = 0 and hence Dk + 1x = 0.

Q.E.D.

Corollary 3.1.1. If(D0, A, • • •> Dm)e9m(A, B), where A and B are algebras

with identities e and 1, respectively, and D0e=l, then Dke = 0for k= 1, 2,..., m.

Corollary 3.1.1 indicates a method by which a system (A, A, ■••, An) in

9m(A, B) can be extended to form a system in 9m(A + , B) if A does not have an

identity. Let e be the identity of A + . Given (A, A, • • -, An) e^m(^, B), define

D'0(x+\e) = D0x+\(M = X) ana D'k(x+Xe) = Dkxfor k—\, 2,..., m, xe A, A e C.

Then it is easily checked that (A, A, • • •, A) is in %(A+, B).

The next two propositions show how a given system of derivations can be used

to generate other systems of the same order.

Proposition 3.2. If (A, A, • • •, A) e ^.04, 5) a«¿ z commutes with every

element of the set {Dkx : k = 0, 1,...,m, xe A}, then the operators Dzk = zkDk,

k = 0, 1,..., m,form a system in 9m(A, B).

Proposition 3.3. Let (D0, Du..., An) e ®m(A, B) and an algebra C be given.

If hi'. B-> C and h2: C—> A are algebra homomorphisms, then (hx o D0, hi ° A>

..., Ax o A») 6 9m(A, C) and (A ° «2, A » h2,..., Dm o «2) e #B(C, B).

The proofs of these two propositions are straightforward and will be omitted.

As a consequence of Proposition 3.2 we see that if A and B are algebras, xe A,

(D0, Du..., Dm)e9m(A, B) and A* is invertible in B, then the operators

A=(A*)~kA. k=0, 1,..., m form a system of derivations of order m from A

to £ such that D[x=l.

We need the following formula to determine the action of the operators A in a

system (A. A, • • •> A) e ^m04, -#) when ,4 is an algebra with a single generator.

In particular, it will be used to determine the maximum possible order when

A = Cn(U), B=C(U) for an open set U<=R and A^O. The theorem extends to a

higher order system of derivations a result by Sherbert [19] for point derivations.
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The germ of the present theorem can be found in his work and the question of

maximal order for systems of derivations from Cn{U) to C{U). However, his

proof does not generalize readily to systems of higher order and the idea of the

present proof appears to be completely new.

Theorem 3.4. Let {D0, Du ..., Dm)e£im{A, B) be given. If xeA and D0x,

A*> • ■ • » An* all commute, then for each polynomial p{x) in x we have

(3.1) DkP{x) = 2 Ckip^{D0x)       ft = 0, 1,..., m),
i=i

where p(n{t) denotes the jth derivative of the polynomial p{t) and

<3-2> C»-*!IU[¿(¿M1

the sum of formula (3.2) being taken over the collection akj of all sets of positive

integers{nly n2,..., nr, mu m2,..., mT)such that 1 ámx< ■ ■ • <mr^k, 2¡ = i nxmx = k

andj;i=1nt=j.

Proof. Clearly, it suffices to establish (3.1) for the polynomials p{t) = ts

{s= 1, 2,...) since A ft=0, 1,..., m) is linear. Given a positive integer s the

following recursion formula obtains from the definition of a system of derivations:

(3.3) A*5 = 2 (ÎWa,-/**-1-
i=o \Ji

Our purpose is to reduce to one the exponent of x in each term of expression (3.3).

To this end, if i > 2, we substitute A -¡Xs "l in the recursion formula. This procedure

gives us the sum

(3.4) w- 2 t ••• 2 ñ(r;)-(r;-2)DhxDi2x-.-Di¡x
i1 = o iZ=o     i, ~T= o V/i/ W      \Js -1/

where rn = k-2¡n= iji=rn-1 -/„ and js=k-2*=íU

Fix an integer 1 újús. Denote by akj the collection of all sets fti,..., n„ mu

..., mr) of positive integers such that mx<m2< ■ ■ ■ <mr^k, 2i=i w(n, = A: and

2i=i fh—j- Then for each Oh, 7t2,..., n„ mu m2,..., mT) e akj there are terms in

expression (3.4) of the form

(3-5) (A*r'(An1X)ni'-(Anr*)n'

{D0x, A*> •• •, An* all commute). We want to determine the coefficient of such

a term for the given integers nx.n„ mu ..., mr.

Contributing to this term will be all expressions of the form

<"» (ï)(Ù-fcj'D>*-D"
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which contain (A*)s ; and (A,*)71', i—1,2,..., r. In (3.6) the scalar coefficient

will be

/ k Uk-mA      ik-fa- l)/wA Ik-^mA      I

\mj\  m1   )'    \        mx        )\    m2    )      \

k-(nr-l)mr-'%zlnimi\

mr )

which reduces to

(3.7)
k\

(w! !)ni0«2 !)"2 • ■ •(m,!)"'

To obtain the number of terms containing (3.5) we apply the theory of combinations.

From this we see that there are exactly

i!°»   m(j::i-n:n(í-;')!«i!«2!   •«r!

terms in expression (3.4) which contain expression (3.5). As a consequence of

(3.7) and (3.8) we obtain as a coefficient for (3.5) the scalar

(3.9) -i^ k\ [ni! • • • «r! (mx !)»> •••(/«,!)-r]-\

If s>k and j=k+l,..., s, then the set akj is empty since it is impossible to

have both nx+ • • • +nr=j>k and m1n1+ ■ • ■ +mrnr = k for w¡^ 1 and «¡^ 1. Thus

on summing in (3.4) first over all elements of <rkj (1 újúk) and then over j, we

obtain formula (3.1) for p(x) = xs (for each j the terms (3.5) with coefficient (3.9)

have the common factor s\ (D0x)$~i/(s-j)\. On the other hand, if s^k, then

p{i)(t) = 0ïorj=s+ 1,..., k and the upper limit ofthesumin formula (3.1) becomes

s. Thus, on summing in formula (3.4) first over the elements of akj and then overy,

we again obtain the right-hand side of (3.1) with p(x) = xs.    Q.E.D.

It is interesting to note that there exists a relationship between some systems of

derivations of the same order m when A and B are algebras of functions. For such

algebras we can apply Theorem 2.5 to obtain the following:

Theorem 3.5. Let A and B be algebras of complex-valued functions on sets X

and Y, respectively, with Xs Y. Let (A, A, • • -, An) and (A, A, ■ ■ -, A.) be

systems in 9m(A, B) which satisfy the following conditions: (i) Dm= D'm; (ii) A/0)

= D'0f(t) =f(t) for all t e X, and (iii) for each t e X one of the mappings f-> A/0),

/-> A/0) (/6 A) is not identically zero. Then there exist functions a, px,..., pm-i

such that (1) K0]m = l and D1f(t) = a(t)D'1f(t) for all teX and (2) for each

k= 1, 2,..., m, pk is a function ink+ 2 variables such that for fe A and t e X,

A/0) - PÁf(t), A/0), • • -, A/0), 0-

Proof. Fix t e X. Define linear functionals dk and 8k, k = 0, 1,..., m, by setting

4/= A/0) and 8kf=D'kf(t), fe A. It is clear that (d0, du ...,dm) and (S0, Su

..., 8m) also are systems of derivations of order m on A which consist of linear

functionals. From hypotheses (i)-(iii) we see that dm = 8m, d0f=80f=f(t) for all
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fe A, and either ^#0 or 8^0. Thus these are systems of point derivations at t

of order m which satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.5. Consequently, there

exists a constant a{t) such that [a(i)]m=l and d1 = a{t)81. Moreover, there exist

polynomials pk{t0, h, • • -, tk, t) in k + l variables (with coefficients depending on

i/0, 80 and therefore on t) such that pk{80f 8xf ..., 8kf t) = dkf for fe A and

jfc=0, 1,..., m. These polynomials are defined by the recursion formula

Pk{to, tu..-, tk, t) = [a{t)]k ̂ [ 2   (7)^8»-^m"k

- 2   ("!)pÁfo, h, ■ ..,t¡, t)dm_¡ym~k ,
1=0   \J I

where y e A is chosen so that 8!^= 1 and p0{to, t) = t0. Let

gi{t) = {k\/m\)8m_jym-k[a{t)]k   and   f{t) = {k\lm\)dm.jym-k[a{t)]k

for/=0, 1.k. Then for each t e A'we have

(3.10)   pk{t0, h,..., tk, 0=2 ("iVsiiO- 2 ("!)pÁ.to, tu---, ti, t)f{t)
í=o \J I i=o  \J '

and

Dkf{t) = Pk{f{t), A/0), • • -, A/0), 0

for te X,feA and k=l,2, ...,m.    Q.E.D.

The next proposition will enable us to say that for certain algebras of functions

the set of mth order systems of point derivations at an isolated point contains

only the trivial system {d0, 0,..., 0). This will be used in Theorem 5.2 in proving

the continuity of the operators in an mth order system of derivations for certain

algebras. We note that this proposition is about systems of scalar-valued operators

which are not neceesarily systems of point derivations. Rosenfeld [16] stated and

proved the proposition for what in our notation is {d0, dj but with the additional

hypothesis that d0 is evaluation at a fixed point.

Proposition 3.6. Let A be an algebra of complex-valued functions on X. If the

characteristic function e of {t^^X is an element of A and {d0, du ..., dm) is a

system in 3¡m{A, B) such that doe#0, then d0f=f{t0) for all feA and dk = 0 for

k—l,2,...,m.

Proof. Given fe A and t € X, we have

(/e)(O = l0      ior t*tj=me(t)-

Hence fe=f{t0)e. Since e is an idempotent, dke = 0 ft = 1, 2,..., m) (Proposition

2.1). Thus forfeA, k=\, 2,..., m,

0 = f{t0)dke = dk{fe) =  S I Xdjd^p = d0edkf
i=o \J I
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so that dkf=0 {d0e^0). Therefore {d0, du ..., dm) is in Sfo and d1 = d2=--
= 4 = 0.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 3.6.1. Let A and B be algebras of functions defined on a set X. If A

contains the characteristic function e o/{r0}c X and {D0, Du ..., Dm) is a system in

3>m{A,B) such that A<?0o)#0, then for fe A (A/)0o)=/0o) and Dkf{to) = 0,

k=\, 2,..., m.

Proof. Setting dkf— Dkf{t0), k=0, 1,..., m, fe A, we obtain a system {d0, du

..., dm) e 2>m{A, C) such that d0e=£0. The conclusion follows immediately.  Q.E.D.

Let (A, A, •• •, An) be a system of derivations from an algebra A into an alge-

bra B. If B has a multiplicative seminorm (or rn-seminorm) || ■ | (i.e., a function

|| • || : B-> [0, oo) such that |x+j|| á |x|| + |[>»]j, ||Ax|| = |A| ||x|| and ||xj>|| g |x|| \y\

for all x,y e B,Xe C), then we can define an m-seminorm on A analogous to those

defined on Cn{U), U^R open, using the n derivatives of elements of Cn{U) and

the supremum over a compact set in U.

Proposition 3.7. Let (A, A, • • •, An) e @m{A, B) be given and let || ■ || be an

m-seminorm on B. Then the function p: A -> [0, co) defined by

m     i

/>«=2tí¡^*i    (xeAî
1 = 0 J-

is an m-seminorm on A.

Proof. Since the operators A, k=0, 1,..., m, are linear, it is easily checked

that p{x+y)^p{x)+p{y) and p{ax)=\a\p{x) for all x, y e A, aeC. Given x

y e A, we have

m     i

p&y)= 2 TiliAtoOH
¡ = o J •

s(l7iH(|7i|2,4
Hence the mappingp: A -> [0, oo) is an w-seminorm on A.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 3.7.1. Let X be a Hausdorff topological space and B an algebra of

functions fi. Z-> C which are bounded on a compact set K. Then, given (A, A., • -,

Dn) e 3>n{A, B) the function p : A -> [0, oo) defined by

P{x)= 2 i sup | A/0) I

is an m-seminorm on A.
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4. Continuity on certain F-algebras. For the remainder of this paper we will

be concerned with the problem of continuity of the operators in the system

(D0, Du ..., Dm)e9>m(A, B) for certain topological algebras and some conse-

quences of this continuity.

An F-algebra is an algebra A which is complete with respect to a countable,

sufficient family of m-seminorms </>„> (the family </>„> is sufficient if for each non-

zero xe A there exists pn such that pn(x) > 0). We will assume that the m-seminorms

pn, « = 1,2,..., satisfy the inequality pn(x)úpn + i(x) for all xe A. The space of

all continuous linear functionals on A is denoted by A*. We denote by A(A)

the set of all nonzero multiplicative linear functionals in A* with the relative weak*-

topology. Given a commutative F-algebra A with an identity, &(A) = A is the union

of the increasing sequence of compact sets An = {«e A(^) : |/¡(x)|^l whenever

pn(x)ú 1} and every compact set in A is contained in some A„. We define the Gel-

fand mapping x -> x of A into C(A) by setting x(h)=h(x) for he A, xe A. The

algebra C(A) with the compact-open topology is an F-algebra with «j-seminorms

|| -1|«s defined by ||/||n = supft6An |/(«)|. A commutative F-algebra A is said to be

regular if for each closed set F<= A and « e A\F, there exists xe A such that x(h) = 1

and x(F) = {0} [11]. A regular commutative F-algebra with an identity is normal;

given disjoint closed sets Fu f2cA there exists xeA such that x(F1) = {0} and

*(F2) = {1} [2].

Curtis [4] shows that the system (A. A) e ®\(A, C(A)) consists of continuous

operators when A is a commutative, regular, semisimple Banach algebra, A its

space of C-homomorphisms and D0x=x for all xe A. Rosenfeld [16] generalized

this result to commutative, regular, semisimple F-algebras. We will outline the

proof of a result similar to Rosenfeld's for higher order systems of derivations.

In order to establish this result we need the following lemma which is a modifica-

tion of a lemma stated in [16] without proof. Since the proof is adapted from

that used by Bade and Curtis [1] it will not be included here.

Lemma 4.1. Let (A, <| ■ |m» be an F-algebra, (B, || • ||) an m-seminormed algebra

and t: /I —> B an algebraic homomorphism. If <xn> and <jn> are sequences in A

such that (a) xnyn = xn, «=1,2,..., and (b) ynym = 0 for n^m, then there exists

M>0 such that \\t(xn)\\SM\xn\n\yn\nfor n=l,2.

The proof of the continuity theorem follows the outline given by Rosenfeld [16].

Since one result was generalized and some modification is necessary for higher order

systems, we will outline the proof by means of a series of lemmas. The first lemma

is purely topological.

Theorem 4.2. Let (A, </?„» be a commutative, regular, semisimple F-algebra

with an identity and let A = à(A) be its space of continuous nonzero C-homomorphisms.

Let C(A) have the compact-open topology. If (D0, A. • • ■, An) ts in 9>m(A, C(A))

with D0x = xfor all xe A, then each operator in the system is continuous.
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Lemma 4.3. Let X be a regular topological space, U an open set in X and Y a

subspace of Xsuch that Un Y is infinite. Then there exists an infinite sequence of

points (tny<=U n Y and a sequence of pairwise disjoint open sets <£„> such that

tn e En and {Un Y)\{{Jk=sl Ek) is infinite, where Ek is the closure ofEk in X.

Outline of proof. There exists an open set V such that te Vn Y<=-Vn Y<^F

= Un Y and Vn Y^F. If Vn Y is finite, let EX=V and choose /, e Vn Y;

if V n Y is infinite, set EX = X\V and choose ^ e F\ V. The proof is then completed

by induction using this same construction with the sets Ar\((J"= i E¡) and

F\(L)?= i Ej) replacing U and F, respectively.

Lemma 4.4. If A is a commutative F-algebra and there exists N^l such that

h0e A is isolated in Amfor m^N, then h0 is isolated in A {for the proof see [16]).

Lemma 4.5. Let A be a commutative, regular, semisimple F-algebra with an

identity and let A=A{A). Given (A, A. • ■ ■, An) G 3)m{A, C{A)) setfjh{x)=Djx{h)

forj=0, 1,..., m, x e A. Then for each N=l, 2,... the set

HN = {heAN: fjh e A*,j = 0, 1,..., m)

is closed. {This is a consequence of the uniform boundedness principle for F-spaces,

see [5, pp. 52-55].)

If A is a commutative, semisimple F-algebra, it can be regarded as a subalgebra

of C(A) which is complete in the topology induced by the w-seminorms </>„>

{set pn{x)=pn{x), x e A).

Lemma 4.6. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 4.5 if D0 is the identity operator on A

then AN\HN is finite for each N=l, 2,....

Outline of proof. Fix N. Suppose F= AN\HN is infinite. Then there exist sequences

of points <An> and pairwise disjoint open sets </;„> such that hn e AN n En<=F

ft=l,2,...) (Lemma 4.3). Choose open sets Un such that hn e Un<= t/nc En

ft=l, 2,...). Since A is regular, there exist sequences <x„>, <jn>c^ such that

xn{hn) = 1, xn{h) = 0 for h $ £/„, yn{h) = 1 for h $ ker xn and yn{h) — 0 for h $ En.

Let/ be the largest integer such thatfihit e A* for f=0, 1,...,/-1 and all large

n. Then we must have 1 ̂ j¿¡m. There exists a subsequence <//„-> such thatfjhn, £ A*

and fihn. e A* for i'=0, 1,...,/— 1 and for all «'. Replace the original sequences

(fin), <x„>, <>>„> by the corresponding subsequences. Then there exists an integer

k such that |/ft„(x)| úpk{x) for all xeA, i=0, 1,...,/— 1. Since fjhn i A*, then for

each n and each constant npn{xn)pn{yn) there exists zne A such that \finn{zn)\

>nPn{yn)Pn{xn)Pn{zn). We can assume znftn) = 0, for if not then there exists C>0

and an integer m^n such that \fjhn{x-x{hn))\SCpm{x-x{hn)) for all xeA. But

then for x 6 A we would have

l/*.(*)l   =  l/yn„(*-*ftn)|   ̂    Q>m(x-Xftn))

^C/7m(x)+|*ftn)lAn(l)

= [C+pm(l)]pm(x)
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which contradicts the discontinuity offjhn. Setting un = xnzn, we obtain sequences

<xn>, <w„> which satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1.

Let t be the identity homomorphism from A onto A and define

m     i

\x\n =  2 ~\ SUP |A*(«)|    for x e,4.
¡"to   î!  ISA«

Then 04, | • \N) is an w-seminormed algebra. From the estimate

ß KU  ̂    |/n„(Zn)|-  2    (JlJW*.)!   l/-i,n„(*n)|

> npn(xn)pn(yn)pn(zn) -pk(zB)/ik(xB)2i

^ («-20/>,,(j>n)/>»(z»)

we obtain a contradiction to Lemma 4.1. This shows that the assumption that F

is infinite is false. Since F is finite and open in AN, the points of F are isolated in

AN.   Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let N<z 1 be given. If « g Fn = A.n\Hn were isolated in A,

then the characteristic function of {«} would be an element of A (A is regular and

semisimple) [16]. This would imply that/iB = 0 (Proposition 3.6) and hence fih e A*

for i=l, 2, ..., m. But then h would be in HN which is impossible since HN

n FN= 0. Thus for each N^l, the set FN contains no points which are isolated

in A.

The sequence Hlt H2,... is clearly an increasing sequence of sets. Since the set

Pn (N=l, 2,...) is finite and contains no isolated points of A, there exists kN~^N

such that FNc:Hktl (Lemma 4.4). But then/iB e A* 0=0, 1,.. .,m) so that h e HN,

which contradicts the definition of FN unless FN= 0. Therefore, for each xe A,

h e l\n, we have |/„(x)| íí max0SiSm/?N(A*) and/„ e A*. By the uniform bounded-

ness principle [5, pp. 52-55] we see that limx_0/B(x)=0 uniformly on each set

AB («=1,2,...) and consequently the operators A. A. ■ • -, A are continuous.

Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.2.1. Let A be a regular, semisimple, commutative F-algebra with

an identity 1 and let (A, A. • • •, A): A-> Abe a system of derivations of order m

with A the identity operator on A. Then A, A, ■ • •> An are continuous operators.

Proof. For each 7=0, I,..., m define the operator B}: A -*• Â^C(A), where

A is the space of continuous homomorphisms on A, by setting Djx = (Djx)^.

Then (A. A. • ■ ■, An) is a system of derivations from A into A with A the Gelfand

mapping and hence the operators A, A. •••> An are continuous. Since A is

semisimple, we can conclude from this by means of the closed graph theorem that

A, A. ■   -, An are continuous operators.   Q.E.D.

5. Systems of derivations on CN(U). In this section we will give the general

form of systems of derivations on CN(U) where U^R is open and CN(U) =

{fe C(U) : fa) e C(U), Oúj^N}. The question of maximum order of systems of
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derivations from CN{U) into C{U) is nontrivial only for systems of higher order

and, consequently, appears to be new in the literature. It has been proved, however,

that if AT is compact, K<=R, then the only system (A, At) of order one from C{K)

into C{K) such that A is the identity operator is the one with A = 0 [4], [9].

Given an open set U^R, a compact set Kc U,fe CN{U) and an integer n^N

if N< oo or n < oo if N= oo, define

(5.1) |/U=  2 ]isup|/<»0)|.

Then | • \nK is an m-seminorm on CN{U) (Proposition 3.7). Since U is open, there

exists a sequence of compact sets K1^K2<=. • ■ such that every compact set vV<= U

is contained in some Kn [18]. Set |/U„ = |/l» for/e CN{U) if N< oo or |/|„H/U,

for feC°{U).

The theorem that CN{U) is a semisimple, regular algebra is not new, but we

could find no direct proof of this fact in the literature. Two papers by Nachbin

([21] and [22]) do contain some pertinent information. We will indicate here a

proof of this theorem.

We say that x generates a topological algebra A if the polynomials in x are dense
in A.

Theorem 5.1. Let t/c R be open. Then the algebra

CN{U) = {/: i/-> C : /<*> 6 C{U), 0 ^ k í N}       (1 g N < oo)

is an F-algebra with respect to the m-seminorms |-|„. // is commutative, regular

and semisimple with the single generator x{t) = t {t e U). The algebra C"{U)

= {/ '• fm e C{U) for all k 2:0} is a commutative, regular, semisimple F-algebra with

the single generator x.

Proof. It is shown in [5, Chapter XIV] that CN{U) with the seminorms | • |n

is an F-space {N=l, 2,... or /V=oo) and that functions in CX{U) separate disjoint

closed sets if one of the sets also is compact. The proof that the maximal closed

ideals in CN{U) correspond to points of U consists of two steps. Given a maximal

closed ideal M, the first is to show that there exists an integer n 2:1 such that

ker/n Kn+ 0 for each/e M and the second demonstrates that Kn n {Ç)feM ker/)

= Oo}. Since the proofs of these two facts are straightforward, the details will be

omitted. The regularity and semisimplicity of CN{U) are immediate consequences

of this correspondence between maximal closed ideals and points of U. The fact

that the function x generates CN{U) follows from the Stone-Weierstrass theorem

and a theorem concerning uniform convergence of derivatives (see [17, p. 140]).

Q.E.D.

Corollary 5.1.1. Every system (A, A.An) e 3>m{CN{U), C{U)) such that

A is the identity operator on CN{U) consists of continuous linear operators. {This

is an immediate consequence of Theorems 5.1 and 4.2.)
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Corollary 5.1.2. Let (A, A, • • -, An) be a system in 9m(CN(U), C(U)) such

that A ts the identity operator. Then each operator Dk is defined on Ck(U) n CN(U)

by

(5.2) A/= ffa)Cki
¡=i

where Ckj is the function

(5-3) Ctí = /:!2n[¿(¿Aif],

the sum being taken over all sets («1; n2,..., nr, mlt m2,..., mr) of positive integers

such that l^m1<m2< ■ ■ ■ <mr¿k, 2í = i «*í«í = k, 2¡ = i «i —j-

Proof. Given k^N, the algebra Ck(U) is a subalgebra of CN(U) and the re-

restrictions Ai of Dj,j=0, 1,..., m, to Ck(U) define a system (Ao, Ai, ■ • -, Am)

e 9m(Ck(U), C(U)) such that Ao ¡s the identity operator; hence each of the

operators Dkj is continuous on Ck(U) (Corollary 5.1.1). For each polynomial/in

x we see that

A*/= A/= 2/(°c*i

(Theorem 3.4). Given fe Ck(U) n CN(U) choose a sequence of polynomials /„ in

x which converges to/in Ck(U). Since the operators g->gu\ j=0, 1,..., k, are

continuous on Ck(U) (Corollary 5.1.1) we have

A/= Hm Dkkfn =  lim 2 /na)Cw
n-» co n-» oo /T^

= ffU)cki.
1=1

If ¿SW, then Ck(U) n C(C/) = Ci'(C/). Given/g C^t/), choose a sequence/,

of polynomials in x which converges to / in CN(U). Then, as above, we have

A/= limB.» A/, = 2?= ! fU)Ckj.   Q.E.D.
Now that we know the behavior of the operators A on Ck(U) n C(U) for

each system (A, A, • • -, Dm) e9m(CN(U), C(U)) with A the identity operator

we can prove our assertion concerning the maximal order of certain systems of

derivations on CN(U).

Theorem 5.2. Let U<^R be an open set. If (A, A, • • -, A) ts a system in

9m(CN(U), C(U)) such that D0 is the identity operator and A^O, thenm^N.

Proof. Let (A, A, • • -, Dm) e9m(CN(U), C(U)) be given such that A ¡s the

identity operator on CN(U) and A^O- In particular, if x is the function x(t) — t,

then Ax^O; for if Dxx=0, then equation (5.2) shows that DJ=f'D1x=0 for all
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polynomials and hence, since A is continuous, A/=0 for all/e CN{U). Let V

be the nonempty open set {t e U : A*0)#0}.

Suppose m^N+l. We will show that this leads to the conclusion that every

function/e CN{U) has N+l derivatives on V. By Corollary 5.1.2 we have Av + i/

— J,i=i f(nCN + u for fe CN+1{U). This is true in particular for polynomials

p{x) in x. On noting that CN + 1:N + 1 = {D1x)N+1, we can write

(Av+i/(*))(0- 2 /0)(')cw(ol

for each polynomial / in x and t e V. Since the operators Av +1 and g ->■ ga)

{g e CN{U)),j=0, 1,..., N, are continuous on CN{U), we must have

(5.5) lim (DlXy + W + » = A, +1/- 2 /">Cw

whenever </„> is a sequence of polynomials in x such that limn_00/n=/in CN{U).

The convergence of the limit (5.5) is uniform on compact sets in U. Given t0e V

choose an open set V0 such that t0e ^c^c v. Then, by virtue of (5.4) and (5.5),

the sequence/iw + 1) converges uniformly to [DN + 1f— J,f=ifU)Ckj]{D1x)~N~1 on

each set V0 n K where K<= U is compact. Since /„<W) converges to fm uniformly on

compact sets,/w+1) exists on V0 andfw+^ = {Dlx)-N-1[DN + 1f-2f=ifU)Ckj] on

V0 [17, p. 140]. The function/was chosen arbitrarily as was t0e V; thus every

function fe CN{U) has N+1 continuous derivatives on V, which is impossible

since F# 0. Hence m cannot be greater than TV unless A = 0.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 5.2.1. // (A, A, • • -, An) is a system in 3>m{CN{U), C{U)) such

that A is the identity operator and if m}tk{N+\), then A= ■ ■ ■ = A = 0.

Proof. We will prove the corollary by induction on k. As a consequence of

Theorem 5.2, the conclusion is true for k=\. Assume that if m^r{N+l),

r=l,2,.. .,k, then A=- ■ =A = 0. We wish to show that if m^{k + l){N+\),

then A + i = 0 also.

Suppose m^{k+ \){N+ 1) and Dk + 1x=í0. Then DxX=- ■ ■ = Dkx=Q and Vk+1

= {teU: Dk + 1x{t)y¿0} is a nonempty open set. Let us consider the function

Cm.n+i, M={k+l){N+1), which is the coefficient ofpw+1){x) (/è 1) in the sum

M

(5.6) DMp{x) =  2 P(i\x)Cm

for any polynomial p{x). This function CMJV + ; is defined by formula (5.3). Since

A=--=A=0, it will be nonzero only if at least one of the indexing sets

(«!,..., nr, mu ..., mr) has m^k+X. But in that case the relations 2í = iw¡/2¡

= {k+l){N+ 1), 2i = i nt = N+j and k+l ^m1<m2< ■ ■ ■ <mr imply

ft+l)(/V+l) = ft+ !)(«!+■ ■•+«,) = ft+l)(/V+/),

(5.4) /<N+1)0)
1

(A*(0)*
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which is impossible if/> 1. Consequently, equation (5.6) can be written

DMp(x) =  2 CMip«\x)

with

M!

P+l)!f+10V+l)!
(A+i*)w+1.

Substituting DMp(x), CM¡N + 1&ndVk + 1 for A + iP(x), CN + 1<N + 1 and V, respectively,

in the proof of Theorems 5.2 we are led to the contradiction that every function

in CN(U) has N+l derivatives on Vk + 1, which is impossible. Thus we must have

A+iX=0. Since A=,=A = 0> (A. A+i) is a system of order one with

A+iP(x)=p'(x) A + i*=0 for every polynomialp(x) in x. Hence A+i=0-  Q.E.D.

Corollary 5.2.2. If (D0, A, ■ • -, A) is a system in 9m(C(U), C(U)) and D0

is the identity operator, then A = A = ■ ■ • = A=0.

The fact that A = 0 is well known for the case of elements of ^i(C(/Q, C(K))

where K is a compact set (see [4], [9]).

Corollary 5.2.3. Suppose (A, A, • • -, An) » a system in 9m(CN(U), C(U))

with A the identity operator. Then the operator Dk is defined by formula (5.3) if

k = 1, 2,..., min (m, N) and by

(5.7) A/=  2 C»f1'ru)
^klJ

1 = 1

ifk = N+l,...,m.

Proof. Suppose q is an integer such that q(N+l)Sm<(q+l)(N+l). Then by

Corollary 5.2.1, A=-=A=0- The function Ckj, k^N+l, will be nonzero

only if mx^q+ 1 for some element («1; ...,«„ mu ..., mr) of the index set. But

then q+ 1 ̂ mx < ■ ■ ■ <mr so that

07+l)0V+l) > m ̂  k =  2 nm =\ (q+l) 2 «• = ÍÍ+1)/
¡=i i=i

which is impossible unlessy < N+1. Thus CM = 0 fory'ï: 7Y+1 and we obtain formula

(5.7).    Q.E.D.
Using Theorem 3.4, its proof, Theorem 5.2 and its corollaries as guides, we can

now describe every system (A. A, • • -, Dm)e9>m(C(U), C(U)) such that A

is the identity operator.

Let m S: 1 be given. If m á N, choose functions hlt h2,..., hme C(U); if m > N

and c is a positive integer such that r(N+l)^m<(r+l)(N+l), set huh2,...,

«r = 0 and choose functions hr+1,..., hme C(U). In either case, set Dkx=hk and

Dkf=If=ifU)Cki (k = l,2,...,m), where Ckj, j£k, is defined by formula (5.2)

for this choice of A*, A*, • • -, A* and Cw=0 for j>k. Clearly the operators

A, A, ■ • -, A are continuous linear operators from CN(U) into C(U).
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In order to show that (A, A, • ■ -, A) is a system of derivations of order m

we need to prove that

(5-8) Dkfg=  2 (*)a/A->S
1=0   \J'

for all f, ge CN(U). In view of the continuity and linearity of the operators it

suffices to show that equation (5.8) is satisfied by functions of the form/=xn and

g=xp. In the proof of Theorem 3.4 we established the formula

DkX>= ¿iÔW)!*'~'Cw

(5.9)      =i 2-ï (¡Dfô-"G,~;H*-D>-x
Jl=0   12 = 0 U -1 = 0   \Jll \J1l V/s-l/

k\
= 2 2 ■•• 2 U\.;.i\KK---ki1 = 0   i2 = 0 i,_1 = 0Jl-        Js-

where h0=x, rq=k—j\— ■ ■ ■ —jq and ji+ ■ ■ ■ +js=k. From formula (5.9) with

s=n and s=p we obtain

«f.n-2 k-1

(5.10)

K       i,\ t y "í.n-2 "-.

2flv^=I 2 •••  2     2
1 = 0   V/ i = Opn = 0 Pi.n-1 = 0   P(,n+1

«/,n + m - 2 r. |

-¿ n..!. . .n. \ nPn" '"Pl.n + m
Pj.n + m + 1 = oA'l-    ■ -Pi.n + m'-

where   ?yr-y-fti-/>„■   for   r^«,   qir=k-j-pn-pjr   for   r^n + l,

*22=\Pn=j and 2f=i/>jB+i=&-./'. Inspection shows that the sums in (5.9) with

s=n+p and (5.10) contain the same terms although in different order. Thus

equation (5.8) is satisfied for/=xn and g = xp.

We summarize these results in the following theorem.

Theorem 5.3. Let m^l be given. If m^N, let hu h2, ■ ■., hme C(U) be given;

if m > N and r(N+ l)^m<(r+ l)(N+ l)(r^l) let hr + 1,..., hme C(U) be given and

set hj = 0 for j=l, 2,..., r. Set Dkx = hk for k= 1, 2,..., m, D0f=f and Dkf

= 21=if{k)Ckifor allfe CN(U), where Ckj is defined by formula (5.2). Then the set

(A, A, • ■ -, An) is a system of derivations of order m from CN(U) into C(U).

6. The algebra A(x). Let U be a hemicompact, Hausdorff topological space

(a set U is hemicompact if it is the union of a sequence A^c K2<^ ■ ■ ■ of compact

sets such that every compact subset of U is contained in some Kn). Generally, U

will be an open subset of R or C which is consequently hemicompact [18, p. 253].

The topology on C(U) of uniform convergence on compact sets (the compact-open

topology) is equivalent to the topology defined by the seminorms

|/lk=  sup |/(0|        (feC(U)).
te/T,,
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Let A be a subalgebra of C{U). Given a system (A, A, • ••, An) in Sm{A, C{U)),

there exists a family </>#> of m-seminorms defined on A by

m     i

(6.2) pK{f)= 2 Tí SUP IA/(0I       (/e¿)

for each compact set K<^ U. If (A. At, • • •) is a system of derivations of infinite

order from A to C{U), we define m-seminormspKn, K<= Ucompact, n = 1, 2,..., by

(6.3) pKn{f) =  2 j} sup | A/(0l       (/e /f)

(Corollary 3.7.1).

Lemma 6.1. Let U be a Hausdorff, hemicompact topological space, A a subalgebra

of C{U), (A, A, ■ ■ •, An) a system in 3>m{A, C{U)), and K^K^ -a sequence

of compact sets such that t/=ljn0=1 Kn and every compact set in U is contained in

some Kn. Then the topologies defined on A by the families of m-seminorms

{pK : AT<= U compact} and {pKn : n= 1, 2,...} {pK defined by (6.2)) are equivalent.

Similarly, if A, A, ■ • • ¡s an infinite order system of derivations from A to C{U),

then the topologies defined on A by {pKn : K<= U compact, «=1,2,...} and

{pKnn '• « = 1,2,...} {pKn defined by (6.3)) are equivalent.

Since the proof of this lemma is straightforward, it will be omitted.

Clearly, the operators Dk are continuous with respect to the topology defined by

the seminorms pK (or pKn) on A. If the system of derivations has finite order m,

set pn =pKn, while if the system has infinite order, set pKnn =pn. In either case, if D0

is the identity operator, then pn{f) = 0 for «= 1, 2,..., implies ||/|U„=0 for all «

so that/=0. Thus if D0 is the identity operator, the topology determined by the

seminorms </>„> is Hausdorff. For the remainder of the section we will assume

that A is the identity operator on M.

Let </n> be a Cauchy sequence in A with respect to the seminorms <p„>. Since

PÁfn -fm) ^ II A(/n ~fm) Il k, for every integer r ^ 1 and 0 ¿j ^ m (or 0 ¿j < r if m = oo),

the sequences <A/n> are Cauchy sequences in C{U) for each /=0, 1, 2,..., m

(or /=0, 1, 2,...). In particular, </„> converges pointwise (and uniformly on

compact sets) to a function/e C{U). Therefore, the completion Aof{A, </7„» is a

subalgebra of C{U), which is an F-algebra with the seminorms </»„>. Each operator

A,/=0, 1, 2,..., can be extended to a continuous linear operator, also denoted

A, from I into C{U). The set (A, A.A) is in ®k{Ä, C{U)) for each integer

k ^ m if the original system is of order m < oo or for all k — 1, 2,... if the original

system is of infinite order (this follows immediately from the continuity of the

operators and of multiplication). \if=\in\n^xfn, </„>c/4, then for each k

m     i

pk{f) = lim pk{fn) = hm   2 7i UA/nlk
n-*co n-»oo   yT^ J *

m      i

= 2 Til A/Ik
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(if the seminorms are defined by (6.3), replace m by k). Thus the seminorms on

A also are given by (6.2) or (6.3).

Given functions/!,/2,.. .,fe A, we denote by P{f,f2,.. -,fr) the algebra of all

complex polynomials without constant terms inf,f2,... ,/r and by A{fi,f2,... ,fi)

the closure of P{f,f2,.. .,fi) in M. We wish to describe the algebras A{\,x)

andA{x)iï U<=R or U^C and the function x{t) = t is in A. (As usual, we can assume

1 e A by adjoining an identity to A and defining Al =0 for fc= 1.)

Theorem 6.2. Let U^R be an open set. Let A be a subalgebra of C{U). Given

{D0, Di,..., DN)e3!N{A, C{U)) with D0 the identity operator on A, denote by

</)„> the associated family of m-seminorms. Let A be the completion of A in this

topology. Ifxel{x{t) = t) and A^0)^0/or all t e U, then A{1, x)==CN{U) and

A{x)={feC»{U):f{0)=0}.

Proof. From Proposition 3.4 we know that A/=2?=i/0)CV/ for each poly-

nomial /£P(l,x), where Ckj is the function defined by formula (3.2). If </„>

<=P{l,x) converges to/e,4(l,x), then limn_a, A/n = A/uniformly on compact

sets for k=\, 2,..., N. In particular, lim,,^« ||/n—/IU = 0 for each compact set

ic u and

um /i = 7j— lim A./n = jr- A/

with uniform convergence on compact sets ÄT<= [/. But then /' exists and

/' = (l/Ax)A/[17,p. 140].
Now let us assume that/tí) = (l/A^y A/-2(=i/<0Qiexistsfor/= 1,2,..., jfcso

that lim,,.,«, ||/„,)-/O)|U = 0 for each compact set K^ U. Then

i™ /n(k + 1)  =   (t^)"'1   i™    ÍA + 1/n- 2 fn'Ck.l.l
n-*oo V^l-*/ n-»x   L /= 1

2^)   [a+1/-2/(^+1,

uniformly on compact sets. Hence the derivative off(k) exists and, in fact,/<fc + 1>

=limB_>t0/)*+1> so that/<w is in C{U) for k=\,2,...,N. Thus A{\, x)<=CN{U).

Clearly, if/is in A{x), then the sequence </„> can be chosen such that/n(0)=0

for all «=1,2,...; thus A{x)^{fe CN{U) : /(0) = 0}.

Given fe CN{U), the functions /,/',.. .,/<w> are in C{U) and there exists a

sequence <.fn><=P{l, x) (or in P{x) if/(0) = 0) such that

um   2 7Î {/"-/PU = »
n-»   j = o J-

for each compact set Kc U. But then we have

(6.4) 2 tí HA(/n-/m)iu ^ 2 jr 2 yr-f^wwcnh
1 = 0 J ■ 1 = 0 J •  i = i
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so that </„> is a Cauchy sequence in A. Thus/is in ,4(1, x) (or/is in A(x) if/(0) = 0)

and A/= 21= i fU)Cki for each k.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 6.3. Let U<^R and A be the same as in Theorem 6.2. Given a system

(A, A. • • •) of derivations of infinite order from A to C(U), let </>„> be the asso-

ciated m-seminorms and let A be the completion of A in this topology. If x is in A

and Unter Dxx= 0, then A(\, x) = Cx(U) and A(x) = {fe C°°(U) :/(0) = 0}.

(The proof is similar to that of Theorem 6.2; we leave the details to the reader.)

If U is a simply-connected open subset of C, then we can omit the requirement

U n ker Dxx= 0 and conclude that A(l, x) is the algebra of functions analytic on

U, regardless of the order of the system of derivations.

Theorem 6.4. Let U<^C be a simply-connected open subset, ^c^c. compact

sets such that £/=Un°=i ^n and every compact set K^ U is contained in some Kn.

Let A be a subalgebra ofC(U). Given a system (A, A, • • •) of derivations of order

N (finite or infinite) denote by </?„> an associated family of m-seminorms defined

by (6.2) ifN<oo and (6.3) ifN=co, and by A the completion of (A, </?„». If x is in

Ä, then A(l, x) [A(x)] is the algebra of all functions analytic on U [such thatf(0) = 0].

Proof. If/is in A(\,x), then/is the limit in A of a sequence </B>cF(l, x).

For each integer r= 1, 2,... we obtain

(6.5) l/»-/IU, á PÁfn-f) ̂ 0       as « -^ co.

Since every compact set in C/is contained in some set Kr, the sequence </„> converges

to / uniformly on every compact subset of U. The polynomials in x are analytic

on U; hence/is analytic on U and by (6.5) an element of the closure of F(l, x)

in C(U). If/is in A(x), then </„><= F(x) so that/is analytic on U with/(0)=0.

Now suppose / is analytic on U. Then there exists a sequence of polynomials

</„><= F(l, x) [fn e P(x) if/(0)=0], such that/, converges to/uniformly on compact

sets in U [18, p. 258]. Consequently, lim,,^ \\f^-fa%r = 0 for each./=0, 1,2,...,

r=l,2,... and the sequence </n> satisfies inequality (6.4) (with r replacing N

if the system is of infinite order). Thus </n><=P(l, x) is a Cauchy sequence in Ä

(with respect to the w-seminormspn) and hence/, converges to/in A also.    Q.E.D.
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